Developing a general purpose OLAP client prototype using XML for Analysis
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Data warehouse is a copy of transaction data specifically structured for query and analysis [1]. Within data warehouse, data is usually stored in a dimensional model.

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) is an approach to analysis and reporting that enables a user to easily and selectively extract and view data from different points of view based on a multidimensional data structure called a cube [2].

There are numerous data warehousing platforms available on the market. Exhaustive data warehousing platform comprises of data warehouse server, OLAP server and some data mining functionality.

There are no present standards to support interoperability between different OLAP systems. In this article, two major initiatives towards standardization are examined: XMLA and JOLAP.

Web service is a piece of business logic, located somewhere on the Internet, that is accessible through standard-based Internet protocols such as HTTP or SMTP [3]. Web services are neither language nor platform-specific.

Using Java programming language, general purpose client tool prototype for standardized OLAP data access is developed. Client communicates with OLAP data source through web service and is based on XMLA 1.1 specification.

It is concluded that the client encompasses satisfactory set of functionalities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today's information systems mostly rely on relational databases for transactional data storage and manipulation. Throughout the years, massive amounts of data have been gathered. Those data, if properly analyzed, could serve as a basis for strategic decisions. For the purposes of analysis data is transformed from relational model (database) into dimensional model and stored in a data warehouse. Informations gained from gathered data provide an advantage that, in the conditions of sharp business competition, could be distinguishing. Followed by intense hardware development, that was the main reason for rapid data warehousing development and acceptance in the past years.

However, data warehousing platform includes more than relational database holding data in a dimensional model: exhaustive data warehousing platform comprises of data warehouse server, OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) server and some data mining functionality. OLAP stands for a type of application that attempts to facilitate multidimensional (i.e., data that has been aggregated into various categories or "dimensions") analysis. OLAP should help a user synthesize enterprise information through comparative, personalized viewing as well as through analysis of historical and projected data. The main characteristic of OLAP systems is providing multi-dimensional view of the data and answers to queries at high response rates.

Unlike relational databases that show some degree of uniformity through the SQL and ODBC standards, there are no generally accepted standards for communicating with OLAP databases. Such situation makes development of OLAP client tools more complicated and expensive. This results in platform specific and more expensive products that are, therefore, less acceptable to the end users.

In this article two major initiatives for OLAP standardizations are discussed. Also, an OLAP client tool based on the XML for Analysis (XMLA) protocol with a sufficient set of functionalities was developed.

II. EMERGING STANDARDS

Two major standardization initiatives for communication with OLAP data sources present today are Java OLAP (JOLAP) and XMLA.

Java™ OLAP Interface (JOLAP) is a pure Java™ API for OLAP servers and applications deployed on the Sun Java™ 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE™) [4]. JOLAP has been developed within the Java Community Process by a number of companies dealing with the OLAP, business intelligence, and data warehousing domains, such as Oracle, Sun, IBM, Unisys, etc. Since there is no common logical model for OLAP, JOLAP leverages the CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel) OLAP metamodel and other metamodels of CWM as the base metamodel for its own metadata model. CWM is an open industry standard for interchange of warehouse metadata developed by Object Management Group™. It provides a framework for representing metadata about data sources, data targets, transformations and analysis, and the processes and operations that create and manage
warehouse data and provide lineage information about its use. JOLAP defines an object model for metadata and query manipulation. However, JOLAP does not define a linguistic interface (such as SQL in relational databases) - client application has to combine JOLAP classes (objects) to form a query. The client-side metamodel is defined as projection (subset) of the CWM OLAP metamodel that is required by JOLAP clients; that is, required by users of the JOLAP Query model for forming queries. Base class, called Schema, contains classes Cube and Dimension, Cube contains Measures, Dimension contains Hierarchy classes, etc. Members retrieval is managed using cursors which are suitable for retrieving member information from levels that contain large number of members. Query object models and languages are critical for developers who use an analytic API. In the case of existing language interface (e.g. SQL) a client application has to have some sort of internal model for holding query components and metadata so that query could be manipulated and eventually assembled.

JOLAP models all queries as collections of objects designed to reflect GUI gestures in constructing and refining a query - there is no subsequent step required of an application to traverse the objects and generate a textual query [5]. It even supports rollbacks on portions of query created by client's actions, for instance a drilldown or filter modification could be rolled back to return a query to a previous state using this API's build-in functionality.

However, JOLAP is platform dependant - it is a Java API. XMLA uses a different approach: XML for Analysis specifies a SOAP-based XML communication API that supports the exchange of analytical data between clients and servers on any platform and with any programming language. In short, clients communicate with OLAP data source through web service, i.e. via Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages. This specification is built upon the open Internet standards of HTTP, XML, and SOAP, and is not bound to any specific language or technology.

Furthermore, XMLA provider web service is very simple: it supports only two methods: discover and execute. Discover is used to retrieve metadata, such as the list of available data sources on a server or details about a specific data source, cubes and dimensions available, etc. The Execute method is used for sending action requests to the server (Picture 1.). This includes requests involving data transfer, such as retrieving or updating data on the server. Typically, execute method is used to send a query using mdXML (multidimensional XML).

The XML for Analysis specification requires that multidimensional providers support the mdXML language. The mdXML language is based on MDX (Multidimensional Expressions). MDX is the multidimensional expression language defined in Microsoft's OLE DB for OLAP specification. It is a linguistic interface that is supposed to play a role similar to SQL in relational databases. Currently mdXML consists solely of the <Statement> element that contains an MDX language statement. Future enhancements to mdXML will make additional elements beyond the <Statement> element available. However, for the time being, mdXML simply wraps MDX statements in a <Statement> tag. XMLA council, responsible for development of XMLA, is composed of number of companies such as SAS, Hyperion, Business Objects, Cognos, Microstrategy, etc. but clearly, the main role in the council and in the development of XMLA is held by Microsoft.

It is not evident which standard will prevail. There are opinions that these are even not competing standards, but rather complimentary. For instance, Hyperion supports both standards and implements XMLA web service using JOLAP. These standards serve two different needs: JOLAP is for the Java developer, there's no linguistic interface, whereas XML for Analysis is much more of a linguistic interface, a query language specification combined with Web services. However XMLA was released first and has gained a foothold in the industry. All this considered, it was decided to develop a client prototype using XMLA protocol.

IV. CLIENT PROTOTYPE REQUIREMENTS

Based on previous experience and existing client tools assessment, a list of required features for general purpose client tool prototype is assembled:

- platform independent
- graphical interface
- user-friendliness, usability
- no previous knowledge in IT required
- interactive queries
- a possibility to browse more than one cube
- drill-up / drill-down
- dimension members (to be displayed) selection
- ordering (by dimension members and by measures, hierarchical and non-hierarchical)
- filtering, more than one member in the filter axis
- display up to 3 axes (columns, rows, pages)
- basic data visualization (common data charts)
- secure (encrypted) communication

Foremost, an easy-to-use and user-friendly interface is required so that even a user with little or no computing knowledge should be able to use it. Combined with features listed above, that should satisfy the requirements of most OLAP users since more advanced analysis (e.g. statistical analysis, data mining, etc.) are
performed by system analysts using specialized software.

V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

During implementation several issues were encountered that will be further commented:

A. SOAP processing and secure communication

Since XMLA protocol is used client has to communicate with web service using SOAP messages. Furthermore, this communication should be encrypted. It was decided to use Apache Axis as a SOAP engine because Axis provided serializer classes (needed to transform java object into its SOAP equivalent). Also, Axis provided a tool, called wsdl2Java used to create stub classes – these classes are used to hide the details of calls and generate a wrapper classes for a web service. SOAP communication is done over a secured (https) channel. To achieve this (for a priori unknown URL) Axis source code had to be changed to accept getDafaultSSLSocketFactory() class that can be then set from outside Axis. This is, of course, considered to be a drawback.

B. Results display

It is typical for OLAP tables to have merged cells on rows and columns headers. These come from cross joining different dimensions. Picture 2 shows a table with dimensions A and B cross joined on rows and dimensions C and D cross joined on columns.

![Picture 2. Typical OLAP result table](image)

Table headers cells have to be responsive to user input (double-click for drillup/drilldown and right click for various other functions). This OLAP table was implemented using standard JTable for table cells (non-shaded part in the Picture 2) and set of aligned JButtons for table row and column headers (shaded part of Picture 2). For this purpose GridBagLayout class was used. Unfortunately, this layout manager class has hard-coded grid size limitation of 512*512 and so it had to be changed to accommodate tables with more than 512 rows.

As for charting the data, jFreeChart, a free Java class library for generating charts was used. All that had to be done is provide bridge classes that will implement interfaces needed for jFreeChart to draw various charts.

C. Query generation

Essentially, there are two approaches to generating a query in OLAP client tools. In the first approach, a user composes a query from available elements (dimension levels, members, etc.) in some sort of query designer and then executes a query. Second approach, that is used here, is to generate a query after every user's action. We find this approach to be more suitable to users although it consumes more network and server resources. To generate a query application has to produce MDX statement based on user's input. Form of MDX SELECT statement used to create queries was:

```
[WITH MEMBER <aggregated_member_definition>] SELECT

NOT EMPTY <axis_definition> ON ROWS
, NOT EMPTY <axis_definition> ON COLUMNS
[, NOT EMPTY <axis_definition> ON PAGES]
FROM <cube_name>

[WHERE <slicer_definition>]
```

where <axis_definition> defines a set of members to be displayed on an axis. For multiple members filters, a WITH MEMBER clause was used to define aggregated members that were then used in WHERE clause to filter the result set. As indicated with square brackets these clauses can be omitted as well as the third, pages axis.

Besides this, MDX provides numerous functions that facilitate query generation: ToggleDrillState function was used to implement drillup and drilldown, Except to exclude member for a set, Order for ordering member etc.

VI. CLIENT PROTOTYPE

The basic idea is to translate user's GUI actions into MDX queries, run queries against an OLAP server, and display results in a table. Upon starting an application, a client has to enter XMLA URL. Using discover method, information about available data sources is retrieved and displayed in a tree. User then chooses one or more cubes to analyze. Cubes are displayed in different tabs. To run a query against a cube user has to chose dimension (levels) from the dimension tree (Picture 6, left side) and put them on rows, columns or pages axis. Such actions generate MDX statements that are then executed using XMLA's execute method. If, for instance, a user puts (using a mouse) Gender level (from Gender dimension) and Unit Sales measure on column axis, and Year level (from Time dimension) on rows axis, then the following MDX statement would be generated:

```
SELECT

NON EMPTY
{ [Gender].[Gender].Members}
* { [Measures].[Unit Sales]}
] ON COLUMNS,
NON EMPTY
{
{[Time].[Year].Members}
```
IN THIS SIMPLE STATEMENT SET OF GENDER LEVEL MEMBERS ({[Gender].[Gender].Members}) IS CROSS JOINED (OPERATOR *) WITH A SET THAT CONTAINS ONLY ONE MEMBER ({[Measures].[Unit Sales]}) AND PLACED ON COLUMNS AXIS. SET CONTAINING ALL MEMBERS FROM THE YEAR LEVEL OF DIMENSION TIME({[Time].[Year].Members}) IS PLACED ON ROWS AXIS. IN THIS EXAMPLE THERE IS ONLY ONE YEAR IN DATABASE: 1997. "NON EMPTY" CLAUSE IS USED TO OMIT EMPTY ROWS OR COLUMNS. QUERY IS RUN AGAINST SALES CUBE ("FROM [Sales]").

THIS STATEMENT IS WRAPPED IN A STATEMENT TAG OF AN XMLA SOAP MESSAGE AND RUN AGAINST THE DATA SOURCE.

RESULT IS RETURNED AS AN XML THAT, WHEN PARSED AND DISPLAYED IN A TABLE, LOOKS LIKE PICTURE 3.

PICTURE 3. A SIMPLE QUERY RESULT DISPLAYED IN A TABLE

DRILLDOWN FUNCTIONALITY IS IMPLEMENTED AS DOUBLE CLICK ON DIMENSION MEMBER, E.G. IF A USER WAS TO DOUBLE-CLICK MEMBER "1997" A MORE DETAILED TABLE WOULD BE SHOWN WITH QUARTILES OF YEAR 1997 (PICTURE 4).

PICTURE 4. A SIMPLE QUERY RESULT DISPLAYED IN A TABLE

OLAP CLIENTS USUALLY SUPPORT TWO AXES: COLUMNS AND ROWS. THIS CLIENT SUPPORTS A THIRD, PAGES AXIS, WHICH IS IMPLEMENTED AS A TAB FOR EACH MEMBER ON PAGES AXIS. OBVIOUSLY THIS AXIS IS SUITABLE FOR USE ONLY WITH DIMENSIONS OR LEVELS WITH LOW MEMBER COUNT (E.G. GENDER, YEAR, MARRIAGE STATE, ETC.). SINCE DOUBLE CLICK IS RESERVED FOR DRILLUP/DRILLDOWN OPERATIONS OTHER OPERATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE AVAILABLE ON RIGHT-CLICK:

- changing the order of dimension on an axis
- removing dimension or member from query
- sending member to filter
- sorting by dimension (hierarchical and non-hierarchical, ascending and descending)

FILTER MEMBERS SELECTION IS IMPLEMENTED WITH SEPARATE TREE COMPONENT THAT DISPLAYS DIMENSION MEMBERS IN A HIERARCHICAL MANNER (PICTURE 5). SINCE DIMENSION LEVELS CAN HAVE BIG MEMBER COUNT (E.G. DAY LEVEL OF TIME DIMENSION) LAZY LOADING WAS USED. PICTURE 5 SHOWS FILTER TREE WHERE TWO DIMENSIONS ARE INVOLVED: STORE DIMENSION IS RESTRICTED TO USA AND ACAPELCO, AND TIME DIMENSION IS RESTRICTED TO 1997, FIRST QUARTER OF 1998 AND JULY OF 1998.
VII. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Client tool prototype is developed using Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, v 1.4.2 (J2SE). Client tool uses Apache Axis 1.1 [6] as a SOAP engine. Also, jFreeCharts are used for displaying data charts. As an OLAP data source Microsoft Analysis Services 2000 SP3 (with XMLA 1.1. Software Development Kit) was used running under Windows 2000 Server operating system. All examples in this article are shown on Foodmart 2000 database which is distributed with Analysis Services.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper points out the problem of lack of standardization in the area of multidimensional databases both in metadata representation and client server communication. Efforts towards standardizing OLAP communication are inspected. It is found that there are two emerging standards: JOLAP and XMLA. These standards are different in nature: JOLAP is a Java API that has to be used from Java applications while XMLA specifies linguistic interface – a query language that is then used in conjunction with web services. XMLA is consequently platform independent. XMLA was chosen as a standard for developing a general purpose OLAP client prototype. A list of client tool requirements is proposed. Client implementation is described and features implemented are commented. It is concluded that client prototype implements proposed requirements. Client prototype can be downloaded at: http://i.zpm.fer.hr/rex
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